In this paper, we present about origin of Balancing numbers; It!s connection with Triangular, Pells numbers, and Fibonacci numbers; beginning with connections of balancing numbers with other numbers system, It elaborate the different generating functions of balancing numbers. It also include some amazing recurrence relations; and the application of balancing numbers in solving Diophantine equation. Even if from the definition of balancing numbers, balancing numbers are positive integers bigger than 1, 1 is accepting as balancing number because 8.1.1+1=9 is perfect square.A. Behera and G.K Panda [1] proved that some balancing numbers are even and some others are odd; just like sum of first odd "N! natural numbers is Panda showed that the sum of first odd N balancing numbers is equal to the square of the Nth balancing number; this property is not true for Fibonacci numbers;there no sequence balancing number in the Fibonacci sequence.
Introduction
Balancing numbers is a natural number "N! which satisfies the simple Diophantine equation:
), where r is called balancer; for example, N=6, 35, 204 are balancing numbers and r=2, 14, and 84 respectively are balancers; A. Behera and G.K Panda [1] introduced the concept of balancing numbers in 1998.
The concept of balancing numbers is closely related with the established triangular numbers; the positive integer N is called balancing number if and only if
is a triangular number; the only triangular numbers whose square is also triangular are 1 and 6; similarly a number N is called balancing if and only if is perfect square.
Even if from the definition of balancing numbers, balancing numbers are positive integers bigger than 1, 1 is accepting as balancing number because 8.1.1+1=9 is perfect square.A. Behera and G.K Panda [1] proved that some balancing numbers are even and some others are odd; just like sum of first odd "N! natural numbers is Panda showed that the sum of first odd N balancing numbers is equal to the square of the Nth balancing number; this property is not true for Fibonacci numbers;there no sequence balancing number in the Fibonacci sequence.
The search for balancing numbers is well known integer sequence was first initiated by Liptai [11] ; he proved that there is no balancing number in the Fibonacci sequence other than 1; he further showed that sequence balancing numbers in odd natural numbers are the sums of two consecutive balancing numbers.
Panda [13] generalized balancing numbers by introducing sequence balancing numbers, in which, the sequence of numbers, used in the definition of balancing numbers is replaced by an arbitrary sequence of real numbers; thus if be a sequence real numbers, then is called a sequence of balancing number if + for some natural number r.
Panda also introduced the concept of higher order balancing number ; Panda [13] call the higher order balancing numbers, the balancing squares and balancing cubes; in As shown by Behera and Panda [1] , the square of a balancing number is a triangular number, and indeed, all square triangular numbers can be generated in this way. 
Convergent, Partial Quotients and Equivalent Irrational Numbers
The rational number, defined by
is called the n th convergent of , where 2 
Pell Sequence [5]:
The first two Pell numbers are and other terms of the sequence are obtained by means of the recurrence relation; In fact these are the numbers involving in the numerator of theconvergent of the continued fractions of quadratic irrationals. 
2.8.
Square Triangular Number: A number which is triangular as well as a square is called a square triangular number [2, 19] . Examples of square triangular numbers are 1, 36, 1225 and so on. While the triangular numbers satisfy the recurrence relation! , ! ! and the square triangular numbers satisfy the recurrence relation: 
Pell!s Equation

Some Properties of Balancing Numbers [1] Property 3.1. A positive integer N is a balancing number if and only if is triangular number.
Proof: Let N is a balancing number then using definition: 1+2+3+!+N-1= (N+1) + (N+2) +!+ (N+r).
Which shows that is a triangular number. (3) it is clear that must be perfect square for r being balancer is always positive integer.
Functions Generating Balancing Numbers [1]
For any balancing number x, F(x), G(x) and H(x) defined by (a) % %. % is even balancing number
% is even and odd depending on x odd and even.
(c) 2 % 3% #. % is even and odd according as x even and odd.
(d) 4 % #%. % #% is an odd balancing number.
Are also balancing numbers.
Proof (a): Since x is balancing number, % is perfect square and
is a triangular number which is also a perfect square; therefore it is a square root %. % is balancing number, which is even. Thus, for any given balancing number x, %. % is even balancing number.
(b) Since % is a perfect square, it follows that 61 % 7 6 % 8 % 7 9:% #%8 % % ;
Remark: 1It is important to note that, if x is any balancing number, then F(x) is always even, whereas G(x) is even when x is odd and G(x) is odd when x is even. H(x) is even for x even and odd for x odd and K(x) is always odd balancing number.
2 If x is any balancing number, then the next balancing number is % . % and the previous one is % . % .
Recurrence Relations of Balancing Numbers
X is a balancing number if and only if % is a perfect square; there exist an positive integer y such that % ' ? ' % -----$ .
Now our interest to find a balancing number is reduced to solve the Pell!s equation for d=8 and by using the continued fraction expansion of . we can obtain the fundamental solution% ' ; all other infinite solutions can be obtained by using the formula:
'
. % 6 8 7 ----@ where "n! is any non-zero integer;
from (5) we can obtain, ' . % 6 8 7 ----# Now subtracting (6) from (5) 
Discussions
Balancing numbers are connected with triangular numbers, Pells numbers and Fibonacci numbers searching the balancing numbers by using direct definition is tedious; we discussed the generating functions and recurrence relations which play precious role in search more balancing numbers from the given balancing numbers; solving the Diophantine equation is not easy; this paper discussed the application of the balancing numbers to find the solution of some specific Diophantine equation.
Recommendations
There is another number system like balancing number which is called cobalancing numbers; in the future we can explore the connections of cobalancing number with Fibonacci numbers and associated Pells numbers and other number system; there are various types of generating functions of cobalancing numbers and beautiful recurrence relations.
